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01. Intro
02. Detective Theme

03. Cute Theme
04. Suspenseful Background
05. Mysterious Background

06. Fun Background
07. Fun Theme

08. Action Time!
09. Outro

10. Credits
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detective grimoire soundtrack

It's okay I guess, I don't think the asking price of 10,00 is worth it but everyone has their own values regarding money.
Personally the building system can be quite wonky and the overall graphics aren't much but it's average. I can see potential
regarding the game development with its own quirks and unique points but overall I can't strongly say I reccomend it.. Let me
say this: If you haven't played the original, go do it. It's free. This game is basically the first game on an extraordinary amount of
steroids. The claustrophobic, crushing atmosphere of the first is present here in spades. The first game had a very silly and
convoluted "solution" of sorts, but was so drenched in atmosphere that it managed to be amazing anyways.

This game seems to take the silly aspects of the first game and toss them to the side. So all that's left is a legitimately awesome,
distilled experience. Let me tell you, this game is pretty \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing hard too. Managing your resources is
HARD. You really have to pay EXTREMELY close attention to your resources and take every decision very seriously.

Losing as it were is not a very big deal. It sucks to lose of course, but part of enjoying this game is learning from your mistakes.
I don't want to call it a roguelite (it's very much NOT) but this game is not meant to be completed in just a few attempts. You
will \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 up and die, but each death will teach you something valuable.

I spent probably a good 20 hours with the first title, and I haven't had that much time to play with this game, but I can already
tell you this game will consume me when I get the time to properly sit down and digest it.

tl;dr: Go play the first (FREE) game. Enjoy it? Then get this. This is the first game x100.. An addictive experience using a
random maze generator. The concept is simple: you need to reach the 100th level to win. Don't touch anything and you'll be
fine. Select one of the ways uncovered by the vines to advance; easy concept.

Pros:
- Fast and original random maze generator; simple concept, but good.
- Low price to give it a try.

Cons:
- It doesn't have any sound effect, and it has ONLY one song. Extremely repetitive and horrible, in my opinion.

I recommend it because of its addictive power to keep trying to reach the 100th level.. Well.. started playing it today.. it has a
creepy feeling to it and i got a bit scared( so seems to be worth my money..I will come back later. So far it seems very good :D.
Yeah, if your are looking for the spiritual successor of Dungeon Keeper, thats not it. The Game revolves around the heroes
invading your dungeon not the other way around. You'r much more a Wallmart Store Owner trying to keep the customers
(Heroes) inside so you can clean their pockets dry, than an evil lord. The whole freaking game is about pleasing the heroes. And
it quickly get boring and annoying. And you so desperatly wants the game to be good since you loved Dungeon Keeper so much,
but it doesn't. Just not worth it.. This game is ♥♥♥♥ing awesome :D

I recommend buying it !!!. Tetris veterans - must have.. While I like this game, there was a point where my choice didn't seem
to matter. In chapter 6 I chose to be an ambassador, yet the next page, the start of chapter 7, skipped straight into "The
beginning of the war..." as if I'd said to just go to war. I'm not sure if that's intentional or a mistake in the game, but I
recommend this game regardless.. Maybe not so good story as in first game "Sandman" but still pretty enjoyable. More hoglike
elements added.
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Excited for this, but controls would not work. I am using a Vive Pro, Vive wands wouldn't work (wouldn't even appear), neither
would keyboard. The gamepad also wouldn't work, though the right thumbstick would slightly turn the first box that appears.
Any help would be appreciated, thanks!. A bad copy of Motherload, badly balanced, no story. Why? Just why?. Huh. For a free
game I'm actually thoroughly impressed. I picked this up thinking it would be the dumb usual shovelware for Vive, but
considering it's free, it's not bad. Having taken only 15 minutes to beat, I definitely wouldn't pay more than 2$ for it. However,
the gameplay is surprisingly solid enough that if it were more than an hour long, I'd actually pay upwards of 5-10$ or so for it,
which really isn't bad. The game runs remarkably smoothly compared to many worse-looking VR titles, the action is nice and
responsive, and I felt immersed in the action.
The game plays almost exactly like a classic arcade shooter. And I don't mean "arcade" like a steam "arcade" game- I mean this
actually feels like one of the classic rail shooters that you play with friends at an arcade, paying tokens and being rewarded
tickets. Surprisingly, very (VERY) few VR games actually take advantage of this type of game mechanic, clearly making the
false assumption that it's not worth making it less immersive. The action makes you feel badass enough that it's borderline silly
(similar to arcades- as long as you have good aim, you can see all the opponents collapse in almost an instant). Between the
aesthetics, music, and action, this game feels *exactly* like a traditionalistic early 1980's sci-fi classic vibe.
There are only two cons that I'd say are substantial:
1. There are things that appear as fun, intimidating boss battles, of two kinds: A giant exosuit, and a powerful shielded knight.
Apparently, the giant exosuit isn't implemented in the game yet, since shooting it immediately brings you to the next area
without any fight. Although the shield knights would otherwise be badass, they go down in almost a single hit.
2. The reloading system feels a bit dumb. It's interesting- when you run out of ammo, a clip automatically appears in your non-
dominant hand and you have to slap it into the gun. This actually feels pretty cool. However, seeing as how bare-bones it is, I'd
rather just press a button. I like it when vive games let you use only one controller. In this game, you need to use the second
controller, but solely for this one purpose that isn't even necessary.

Overall, I've gone on too long seeing as this is a free game. I'd say it's 1000% worth downloading and playing. It's not spam, and
I promise that it actually gave me a wholeheartedly FUN experience for a solid 20 minutes or so. It doesn't even take up too
much disc space.. First of all, the opponent's hair style is hideous.
It's about 80% waiting, and 20% actually playing.
Long gaps between draws are annoying, and a major pacing issue.

The terms "stick" and "card" show a complete lack of understanding of the game.
There is no double down, there is no split, and there is no insurance.

If the opponent has 21, it still let's you contemplate your moves even though you are doomed to lose.

This game has a long ways to go, and as it stand currently, I cannot recommend this dumpster fire joke of Blackjack.. awesome
if you like space and sucking time from your life. Campaign is really hard. But its fun even though map and factions are
reduced.
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